We show that the usual fixed point for 3-d rigid string with topological term appears to be a trivial one, consisting of two decoupled conformal field theories. We further argue that by involving an additional term allowed by symmetries and thus generated by RG, the theory appears to exhibit a new fixed point with expected symmetry. The new fixed point is studied in the weak-and strong coupling limit.
One of the issues important in current studies of string theory is to understand the d > 1 strings. A candidate for such string theory is the rigid string model proposed by Polyakov [1] .
In this model, the string world-sheet action contains, in addition to the usual Nambu-Goto area term, an extrinsic curvature term which is designed to suppress the surfaces of high extrinsic curvature. Such suppression is crucial to the formation of a smooth phase, because it eliminates the undesirable dominance of those spiky surfaces in the configuration space, which world have caused problems in defining a continuum string limit [2] [3] [4] .
While this mechanism of suppression apparently works at the classical level, a question remains as to whether it will still be effective once the quantum fluctuations are taken into account. Indeed, a renormalization group analysis already showed that the extrinsic curvature is asymptotic free in the weak coupling region [1] . It is thus possible that this term might not survive at large scale limit. This world be the case if there exists no infra-red stable fixed point at a finite value of the coupling constant. Of course, the existence of such fixed point cannot be determined by a perturbative calculation alone, and nonperturbative methods must be used.
Unfortunately, in the meantime we do not know of any effective means to systematically carry out such non-perturbative analysis. As a result, it is not known in general if such fixed points will always exist.
The situation becomes a little simplier in the 3 dimensional spacetime. In this case, there are speculations that an infra-red fixed point may exist, provided that a topological term with half-integer coefficient is added to the action [5] . This point can be made most transparent in the normal vector representation of the extrinsic curvature. This is the representation in which the extrinsic curvature is expressed as the kinetic term of the usual O(3) non-linear σ model,
√ g∂ α n i ∂ α n i , with constraints that the vector n i being orthogonal to the Riemann surface in target space, whose dynamics is governed by the usual gaussian
representing the winding number for n. It is well known that, in the usual O(3) model context, the presence of such a topological term with a coefficient θ = π leads to a nontrivial fixed point, at which the model is described by the su(2) WZW model at the level 1 [6] . Since the major difference between the extrinsic curvature and the O(3) model is the orthogonality constraints imposed on the vector n i , one is naturally led to speculate that a similar fixed point for extrinsic curvature might also exist. Our first aim of this paper is to show that this is indeed true. However, the fixed point turns out to be a rather trivial one, in the sense that will become clear later.
Naively, the orthogonality constraints can be implemented by introducing the lagrangian multipliers η α . In the present case, due to quantum fluctuations these constraints do not survive at the infra-red limit. Indeed, it was shown [5] that the induced action for η α possesses a logarithmic divergence, so that a counterterm quadratic in η α is required to ensure the renormalizability. As a result, the originally strict constraints are now replaced by the smeared constraints, taking the form
with λ to be determined by the renormalization group flow. The total action thus can be written as
We note that the metric used in this action is the induced metric, defined by
As usual, the induced metric brings about difficulties in quantization. We would like to replace it by the intrinsic metric, introduced as independent variables. The resulting model may or may not be equivalent to the original one, depending on whether in the infra-red limit they fall into the same universality class. In fact, using the equation of motion one easily shows that g αβ = c 1 ∂ α x∂ β x + c 2 ∂ α n∂ β n with some constants c 1 , c 2 . It has been argued [7] that the second term corresponds to a contribution from higher derivatives, thus may be regarded as being irrelevant in the infra-red limit. In this paper, we shall not make any further discussion about this point, and simply take the action (1) with the intrinsic metric as our starting point.
We are now in a position to display the existence of the fixed point. First of all, let us assume that the world-sheet geometry is flat. We shall follow closely the line of arguments presented in Ref [8] , and thus work in the Hamiltonian formalism. For θ = π, the model in the strong coupling region can be mapped to an 1-dimensional half-spin chain [8] , which is coupled to x through I 4 , with a gaussian kinetic hamiltonian for x. The mapping is established through the relation n i → σ i , where σ i are the Pauli matrices associated with the 1 2 spins. Making use of this relation, the coupling term can be shown to be proportional to σ i σ j ∂x i ∂x j = ∂x i ∂x i . This term has the same structure as the kinetic hamiltonian for x, thus may be absorbed into the latter through a trivial renormalization. In other words, the degrees of freedom of x and the 1-d half-spin chain are decoupled in the strong coupling limit. The pure 1-d half-spin chain is well known to exhibit a massless spectrum [9] . Associated to this massless sector is an infra-red fixed point, to which any choice of bare coupling constant α will eventually flow.
On general grounds, we expect that turning on the gravity should not destroy the existence of such fixed point, although its position and related exponents might be shifted.
This fixed point clearly produces a α c of finite value, which is desirable for the purpose of preserving the extrinsic curvature term. However, it appears to be a trivial fixed point since the coupling between n and x is to vanish at the infra-red limit. This feature of decoupling has already been seen in the strong coupling limit as discussed above. We now argue that it is also true when the coupling constants are close to the fixed point. In this case, the model can be approximated by the su(2) WZW model plus the usual gaussian action for x, with perturbations implemented by some (relevant or irrelevant) operators representing the deviation from the fixed point. The crucial point is that, around this fixed point, an operator coupling n with x must be irrelevant. To see this, we observe that in addition to 3-d Poincare symmetry the action (1) also possesses a discrete symmetry x i → −x i . The translational invariance of x implies that any operator coupling to x must depend on x through ∂ α x i , whereas the discrete symmetry requires that these ∂ α x i appear in even power. Obviously, the operator with the lowest power in ∂ α x i has the form A ij (n)∂ α x i ∂ β x j , with A ij being some primary field of the WZW model. Since ∂ α x i ∂ β x j already has a scaling dimension 2, in order to make the operator marginal we must require the scaling dimension of A ij be zero. However, we know that in the WZW model the only primary field with zero conformal dimension is the identity, which corresponds to no coupling between n and x. It is thus clear that we are even unable to construct a marginal operator coupling x with n. For instance, since n i (z)n j (0) ∼ δ ij + ..., we have n i n j ∂x i ∂x j ∼ (∂x) 2 + irrelevant terms.
We thus conclude that the fixed point appears to describe a direct product of two conformal field theories with no coupling between each other, and the orthogonality constraints have been completely smeared off. Although the n field still survives at the infra-red limit, its original nature of being the normal vector to the surface has completely disappeared. In other words, in the large scale limit, there is still no suppression to the surfaces of large extrinsic curvature.
The triviality of this fixed point is characterized by the redundancy of the symmetry at the
† , whereas a proper fixed point would exhibit a symmetry of P (3) only.
Clearly, this perturbative analysis is valid around the particular fixed point induced by the particular topological term I 3 . It does not, however, rule out the possibility for other fixed points of different nature which, if any, may be induced by adding in the action terms other than this topological term. In general, the terms to be added should be renormalizable and respect to the symmetries of the microscopic theory, so that they may be generated by renormalization. We wish to find all of the terms that satisfy this condition.
To this end, we must first examine the symmetries of the theory. As already mentioned, the Poincare group P (3) and the discrete symmetry, x i → −x i are among the symmetry group of the action (1). For θ = nπ , the theory has two extra discrete symmetries: the worldsheet parity σ 1 → −σ 1 , and the discrete symmetry n i → −n i . For a generic θ, the last two operations are not independent symmetries. However, their combination is still a symmetry of the theory.
From physical grounds, this combination is necessary to the notion of the target-space parity. In fact, in 3-dimensional case the normal vector can be expressed in terms of x through the relation
where t jk is the antisymmetric tensor defined in the t-representation of extrinsic curvature [1] . A target-space parity consists of simultaneously flipping the orientations of x i and n i , which is compatible with (2) only when a world-sheet parity is performed at the same time.
Since the target-space parity is always a symmetry of the microscopic theory, it must be a symmetry of the low energy effective theory. This symmetry, along with the continuous P (3) and the discrete x i → −x i , forms the symmetric group of the theory. Our question is to find renormalizable terms other than I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , I 4 which respect to this symmetric group.
There is indeed a term, I 5 , which meets this condition
† There are no independent left-and right Poincare symmetries at the conformal point. This is contrary to the usual situation [6] . I thank J.Distler for pointing this out to me.
On general grounds, we include it in the action with a new dimensionless coupling constant κ.
The action now reads
We wish to see whether this theory may flow to a nontrivial fixed point at the infra-red limit.
In the rest of the paper, we shall provide evidence showing that this is very likely to be true. We shall do so in both the weak-and strong coupling limits in α. In the weak coupling limit, we will compute the β-functions of the action (4) at the 1-loop level. The results will indicate that although α is still asymptotic free, κ is marginally relevant in the infra-red limit. This produces a chance for a nontrivial fixed point with nonvanishing coupling between x and n. Moreover, we will argue in the strong coupling limit that the correlation function < n i (σ)n j (0) > indeed decays algebraicly. This usually implies that the theory is on a critical line for n fields for any value of α, and it should eventually flow to a fixed point at which n becomes massless.
We now begin to compute the β functions at the 1-loop level. To do so, we make appropriate decompositions of the fields, expand the fast moving components and keep their quadratic terms [10] . This 1-loop approximation generally requires all the coupling constants to be small. However, in the particular case considered here, since the action is quadratic in x, a correct 1-loop expansion involves summing up contributions to all orders in the coupling constants to x, which are γ, λ, κ in our case. Consequently, the 1-loop expansion becomes a good approximation for any values of γ, λ, κ, so long as α is sufficiently small.
The easist way to perform such 1-loop computation is to recast the theory in the framework of the background non-linear σ model, and making use of the standard formulae for the background β functions [11] . To this end, we rewrite the action (4) as
In this equetion, both n and x are treated as background coordinates, labeled by a, b = 1, ..., 5.
In other words, we consider a 5-d manifold which is locally a product of S 2 and R 3 . Let θ µ , (µ = 1, 2) be the parametrization for S 2 (an often used example is the spherical coordinates θ and φ), the background metric G ab and the antisymmetric tensor B ab take the following block-diagonal form
where n i should always be understood as functions of θ µ . One may verify that the action (4) can be recovered by substituting G ab and B ab of (6) into (5).
We recall [11] the formulae for the 1-loop β functions for G ab and B ab . †
where H abc = 3∂ [a B bc] is the strength for B. Given G ab and B ab in (6), these β functions can be calculated straightforwardly. The resulting β G ab and β B ab must have same structures (with different coefficients) as G ab and B ab , owing to the renormalizability. By comparing the coefficients, we obtain the following β functions for various couplings
These complicated expressions as functions of γ, λ, κ are a consequence of summing up contributions to all orders in these couplings, a point we discussed earlier.
A few remarks are in order. First, at the perturbative level, the topological term I 3 does not appear to have any effect to the renormalization. In fact, β θ = 0 to all orders in α. It is thus consistent to forget about it from now on. Secondly, the unitarity of the theory requires † There is no nontrivial dilaton background allowed by the symmetries.
α, γ and λ be non-negative, whereas κ be purely imaginary. Thirdly, by a trivial scaling of x we observe that out of the three x-related coupling constants γ, λ, κ only two are independent.
It is convenient to introduce the following independent couplings u = λγ and v = iκγ. In terms of u and v, the β functions (8) can be reduced to
Note that the unitarity requires α, u be non-negative, whereas v be real. We emphasize that these equations are valid for small value of α and with no restriction on u and v except the unitarity requirement.
The RG flow in the infra-red limit can be obtained by examining the β function equestions
Since we are unable to solve these equestions analytically, we will only estimate the asymptotic behaviours for the couplings.
We begin by observing that β u is always positive for couplings in the unitary region.
Therefore u should flow to zero in the infra-red limit. For u being sufficiently small or v 2 being sufficiently large so that u 2 + 2u < 4 + v 2 , β v is dominated by two terms of negative sign.
The negative sign indicates that v 2 will flow to infinity at the infra-red limit. On the other hand, if the initial u and v are such that u 2 + 2u > 4 + v 2 , β v appears to be positive and thus produce a decreasing v 2 in the infra-red limit. However, since u will eventually flow to zero, this decreasing trend of v 2 is stopped at last when u reaches the point u 2 + 2u = 4, after which the condition u 2 + 2u < 4 + v 2 is satisfied and v 2 increases again. In other words, the coupling v will eventually flow to either infinities depending on its sign, regardless of the initial value of u.
By a similar argument, one can show that β α in the infra-red limit is also dominated by the contribution from v, which takes a negative sign indicating an asymptotic freedom for α.
The overall infra-red behaviour for v and α is α ∼ v ∼ (logΛ) − 1 3 for Λ ∼ 0. We conclude that in the infra-red limit the couplings α and v are marginally relevant, whereas the coupling u is marginally irrelevant.
This conclusion is of course incomplete, as α will eventually flow to a region where these 1-loop results are no longer valid. Taking into account the higher order contributions, there is a possibility that α and v may flow to a fixed point with some finite values. If this is indeed true, the non-vanishing v should indicate a nontrivial coupling between n and x, corresponding to a single P (3) as symmetry.
Further evidence in favor of this scenario may be found by investigating the large-distance behaviour of certain correlation functions at the strong coupling limit. Usually, an algebraicly decaying behaviour for such a correlation function is an indication that the critical line extends up to the strong coupling limit. This means that a strong coupling constant flows to a fixed point of finite value with only massless sector left over. In our case, the relevant correlation function is < n i (σ, t)n i (0) >, whose large-distance behaviour is determined by those low-lying states that can couple to n. If in the hamiltonian there is no couplings between n and x, the low-lying spectrum contributing to this correlation function is identical to those of usual O (3) σ model, despite the existence of the massless sector for x. Subsequently, < n i (σ, t)n i (0) > decays exponentially for large σ, indicating a massive phase characterized by α = ∞. For this reason, it is clear that in order to achieve a massless phase a coupling between x and n is needed. Such a role is exactly played by the the coupling term I 5 , as will be shown below.
In general, the correlation function < n i (σ, t)n i (0) > can be expanded as
with a complete set of eigenstates {|m >} of hamiltonian. The hamiltonian can be derived from the lagrangian (4) by the standard canonical quantization. Since we are interested in the large t behaviour, only the low-lying spectrum contributes to (11). In the strong coupling limit, these low-lying states consists of tensor-products of the unperturbed l = 0 sector for n and various particle states for x, mixed with some higher l components for n induced by the perturbation. Furthermore, the symmetries of the theory give rise to certain selection rules which to the lowest order only allow l ≤ 1 components to couple to the form factor < m|n i (σ)|0 > ph . Restricted to this subspace, we find the following effective hamiltonian
where
In deriving (12) and (13), we have dropped terms corresponding to n i n j ∂x i ∂x j and (∂ σ n i ) 2 , as to the lowest order they do not couple to the form factor due to the violation of the n-parity conservation. Their contributions in higher orders have been absorbed into the renormalized coupling constants c, c 1 , c 2 . The first term in (12) is the quadratic casimir arising from the kinetic term in n, and to the lowest order we only consider l = 0 and l = 1. As usual, we have expressed x i (σ), p i (σ) through their momentum oscillations a †i (k), a i (k). In a similar fashion, n i (σ) has also be expressed in the momentum space. Note that H int , with a coupling c 2 proportional to v, arises exactly from I 5 .
The correlation function (11) can be easily calculated using the effective hamiltonian (12).
To the lowest order, the only states contributing to the form factor are the two particle states |k 1 , i; k 2 , j > of momentum k 1 , k 2 and polarization i, j, which can be expressed using the standard perturbation theory as |k 1 , i; k 2 , j >= a †i (k 1 )a †j (k 2 )|0 > +c 2 F (k 1 , k 2 )ǫ lij n l (−k 1 − k 2 ) 2c 1 − c(|k 1 | + |k 2 |) |0 > +O(c 2 )
To the same order, the ground state |0 > ph can be expressed as
Substituting (14) and (15) 
Thus < n i (0, t)n i (0) >∼ t −4 for large t. It is easy to see that higher order perturbations in c 2 are irrelevant in the large t limit.
In conclusion, we have shown in this paper that the new term I 5 , which is consistent with the symmetry, is marginally relevant in the weak coupling limit. In the strong coupling limit, the correlation function < n i (0, t)n i (0) > decays algebraicly for large t. These are indications for a massless phase for n. Furthermore, since the coupling constant v is presumably nonzero at the fixed point, the relation (2) holds at the conformal point, and the symmetry of the low energy theory is P (3), as desired. It world be very interesting to explicitly find out this fixed point, as well as the various exponents related. Clearly, a lot of works still need to be done.
